To,

All concerned

Subject: Written Test and Swimming test for the post of Sailor for Un-reserved and OBC Category in Port Office, Daman & Diu.

Sir,

This is to inform you that vide this office letter No. PO/DMN/198/Sailor/2015-16/278 dated:21/12/2015, informed about a written test and swimming test fixed on 10/01/2016 for Swimming test at swimming pool, fort area, Moti Daman at 9.00 a.m. and Written test at TECHNICAL TRAINING INSTITUTE , FORT AREA, MOTI-DAMAN, DAMAN-396220 between 3.00 p.m. to 5.00 p.m.

In this connection, it is to inform you that the date of Examination on ADMIT CARD is mentioned dated 16/01/2016 due to oversight, instead of dated 10/01/2016. Therefore, you are requested please take into consideration the date of Interview in ADMIT CARD AS 10/01/2016 INSTEAD of 16-01-2016.

Any inconvenience caused in the matter is regretted.

Mamlatdar (H.O.)
Port Office, Daman

---

Copy to: DIO, NIC, Daman.. requested to upload on web site please.